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President
Charles J. LaBlonde

THE STATE OF AHPS

There are two matters I need to put before you, Tell and dues . The two

items are related in many ways . The majority of AHPS members pay their
dues only to receive Tell . They do not use our many other services.
Tell is the glue that holds the widely separated AHPS together --- it is
our common bond . The editing, printing and mailing of Tell is a big job,
a job done very well by an all-volunteer staff.

Periodically, volunteers need a rest. Other members should step forward
to do their share for the society . Simply put, we need a new editor for
Tell, to start in 1988 . In recognition of the importance of the task, we
are prepared to offer a small financial stipend for editing Tell.
Remember, no editor means no Tell and no Tell means no AHPS . Please let
me hear from you soon.

Financially, we have been operating at a loss for several years.
Obviously this cannot continue indefinitely . Your volunteer officers
have done everything possible to cut costs . We have looked very
carefully at Tell production and mailing . For example, you may have
noticed the auction is no longer on colored paper ; this was a dollar
savings . We have incorporated as a non-profit Indiana corporation ; we
are seeking tax exempt status from the IRS . These moves will result in
substantial savings. Despite our best efforts, a modest dues increase is
necessary, the first in many years . Shortly after October 1, you will
get a bill for 1988 AHPS dues. Please watch for it and pay promptly.

Thanks!
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

Thank you for allowing me to serve you for almost three years!!!
I feel humble and honored to have had the opportunity to work
with and get to know all you wonderful people in AHPS . You
are all really great people.

As with all our past editors, I am sure they can tell you there
comes a time when one cannot continue to volunteer or do that
particular job. I appreciate the help that Harlan Stone, Felix
Ganz, Bob Zeigler, Sophie Buser, and the good natured kidding
by Henry Ratz . They have all been great editors in the past.
President Chuck LaBlonde has been the absolutely greatest person
to work with . Our society is very fortunate in having such
a great group of officers and workers.

Whenever President Chuck announces who the new editor is, I
will forward all unused materials to that person to use as he
(or she) feels fit.

Even though I cannot keep up with scheduled jobs, I will continue
working on my Swiss collection and exhibits . Please do not
forget me, as I would like to hear from good friends with the
same interests . With luck, I should be feeling better in a
couple months.

Some of the pages like the auction section is mixed up because
of Howard Bauman's article in the middle . I hope you don't
mind that.

Thanks for the short note Bruce Marsden about the show.You
are doing a good job, and I am going to send you an exhibit.
If my health allows it, I hope to attend the convention also.

As soon as I get this page out of the typewriter, package it,
I am going to drive over to the Oxnard post office (30 miles)
and mail it overnighter . However, last time it took seven days!
Yes, overnighter.

To R. L . Rainey I want to say that you are such a very creative
person . I really enjoy the material you have been sending.
Thank you, and please do keep it up.

Please remember that 1988 is our 50th ANNIVERSARY, with that
convention being at SEPAD, chairman Harlan Stone . Let's make
that our best year ever!!!
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Lots of items accumulated, but I need to get myself a new
lower back first . . Above all, the few salty herrings I layed
out in the #3 issue attracted a number of reactions . Ed
Chalfant's reply you already saw in issue #4 . Although there
is plenty more to be said, I have no intention to turn this
into a prolonged debate, but one specific point needs more
clarification:

Ed, nothing in my comments said that you violated the
code of ethics of the APS . My thrust was simply that I did not
think that particular item of the code to be worth the paper
it is written on, as long as the stamps so traded are not
marked for life as such . It's nothing more than an official
sanction to transfer inferior material in a palatable form
and does nothing for the future well-being of the hobby.

The most comments came from revenue and UN collectors and
dealers in such material . The following letter is from a
former president of the United Nations Philatelists and the

Dear Henry,

I've recently received the June issue of Tell, and find your editorial comment
provoking, as T am sure you intended . T will respond to one area only, one which

I have a sincere interest.

First I do not consider myself a Swiss collector, but a collector of united

nations and its forerunners which includes the Swiss issues used for those
particular agency purposes of the BIT, WHO , UPU, WMO, ITU , IRO , etc.

You, as an advanced Swiss collector, I assume, are showing your narrow knowledge

by not being aware of the "passport" stamps which were recently offered for sale

through Ed Chalfant . These are revenues and were issued by various countries for

a league of rations program under the supervision and sponsorship of a fellow by
the name of Nansen. They may be sometimes called "Nansen" stamps . Unfortunately

all of my material on the matter including my collection of such are still packed

away because of a move I'm just now completing . If you divorce yourself from the

Swiss officials for these agencies, T forgive you . . . .but as an acknowledged

Swiss philatelist, you should not make " fun " of anther's sincere efforts to assist

in our chosen field without at least first learning about that which you wish to

criticize . These stamps were affixed to passports for those without a country

after WW I and allowed principally the jews to travel . T have two such passports with

various of the stamps affixed and they are acquired through auctions in the$400

price range per each . The stamps, themselves, and there are a number of different . . ..

sell for much less . . .in the $50-$75 range . There is nothing wrong withChalfant's

offering or his price . . . .the only thing that T see wrong is your criticism about

something you know little about.

At a recent annual meeting of California Pay Area United Nations collectors, T
was privileged to talk to another collector present who indeed was one of those

displaced persons who used such a passport in his younger years . He still has, it

and it has become part of his past...not only his history but part of the history of

the world as we know it today .

	

I have found these kinds of historic items of great

interest as they were issued for a real purpose, very meaningful . T have found, also,

stamps to be a real catalyst in learning about the world and all that has gone on

before . Stamps often reveal more than just the price of postage from one point to

another.

You did indeed succeed in provoking me	 and I, in turn, may also have given

you a small nudge .

Sincerely,
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most outspoken accolade came in form of "Henry made a complete
ass of himself . . ." from another UN collector.

Thanks for this unexpected title, I'll try to carry it with
dignity . However, while I do recognize a few shortcomings
in my character, keep in mind :appearances are sometimes
misleading and ignorance is not one of my deficiencies . Be-
sides, do you always take stamp collecting so serious? I sure
don't! I know the Nansen stamps are revered by UN collectors,
it's one of the rarified field lots of medals have been made
with . But you guys missed the points I was trying to make:

1. In the context as they were listed by Ed, i .e . between
Swiss Strubels and the Telegraph set Zumstein #13-19 these
Nansen stamps were not adequately described . No picture, no
mention of category (some call them military stamps,
some call them revenues, some call them cinderellas), no
catalog references . Il make you a large bet that there were
less than 5% on Ed's distribution list who were able to look
them up somewhere . Ralph Nader, where are you . . .?

2. Back in 83 following my survey I asked two members who
listed these stamps as part of their collecting interest to
write

	

an article for TELL . I never received thecourtesy
of an answer . I had hoped someone will give us this time a
bit more information about them . Maybe Mr . Mayer, once he can
dig out his collections, can come up with a little
show-and-tell. In the meantime I'll give you a few notes here about
one of my childhood heros:

FRIDTJOF NANSEN, 1861-1930 . Norwegian zo-
ologist, oceanographer, polar explorer,
statesman, humanitarian, author (only
partially translated into English) . The
most colorful member of the founding group
of the League of Nations in the early 20s.
His efforts in repatriating nearly 500,000
German prisoners of war fromBolshevik
Russia (which did not recognize the LoN),

and his famine relief efforts for the starving post-war Russia
on behalf of the International Red Cross in Geneva earned him
the Nobel Peace Prize for 1922.

The passport for displaced persons was indeed his brain child
and was approved and sealed in an international agreement on
July 5, 1922 . After his death, the LoN created a special Office
for Refugees, it's major beneficiaries the displaced "White"
Russians, Armenians from Turkey (still in the news today), and
later the victims of the Aryan laws of the 1000-year fiasco,i.e.
the German Jews.

Nansen's son, ODD, after a four year internment in Nazi Germany
during WWII followed the father's latest footsteps and was the
founder of Childrens Aid of the United Nations, better known
today as UNICEF.
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The dust around Z 524v has not settled yet.
The latest sell-prices in Switzerland are
75 sFr . for a mint NH copy and 50 sFr . for a
used one . The last buy-offer I saw was 2500 sFr.

for a complete sheet of 50 . The "secrecy" with
which this paper change was effected got the
usual PTT explanation : "aus betriebs-technischen
Gründen" (shop-dictated necessity), a reason
that requires no classification as a new issue nor a notifi-
cation of the public, thus protecting all these poor stamp
collectors from spending unnecessary amounts on new issues.
In view of the current price that is pretty hard to swallow,
but isn't that philosophy in line with the care they take in
Bern and La Chaux-de-Fonds by inspecting every single sheet
prior to their release to the counters? (see photo below).

In addition to Chuck's enumeration of stamp happenings in
Switzerland, in my judgment the Swiss PTT took a giant step
with the introduction of the flat gum with the first publicity
series this year . Why significant? Because the gum is so flat
(some of it not be design) that one has now to wet and destroy
the gummed side to find out if the stamp is in mint NH condition
or if you're not just looking at plain dull-coated paper.
Pretty ironic situation for the MNH followers . ..

See you all at Sunnyvale in November!

WE NEED URGENTLY
A NEW EDITOR FOR TELL!
NO EDITOR MEANS NO TELL,

AND NO TELL MEANS NO AHPS!
Henry Ratz
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V A D U Z 87 -- A G R E A T S H 0 W.

By Felix Ganz

At the end of a pretty cool and often wet European vacation we arrived in
Vaduz in the afternoon of August 5, according to directions received by the
technical director who had decreed that I mount my exhibit between 3 and 5
p .m . It drizzled lightly, and thus the exhibit was tucked under the rain-

coat and carried the barely ten walking minutes from our charming hotel at
the outskirts of Vaduz (Hotel Landhaus Prasch - with swimming pool, sauna,

whirlpool and some fitness equipment) to the Vaduzer Saal, located near
downtown, but not too easily found by some visitors in spite of nice signs.

At the exhibition office I was told "you are late -- everything is up, al-
most, and only one helper is left . " True ; most people had come early in
the day, or even the night before, and a press conference had already taken
place in the exhibition hall! The frames were of the pegboard type, per-
mitting almost any size page to be mounted ; and mounting took less than 5
minutes per frame.

There were to be 113 exhibitors and a total of 517 frames . A few no-shows
made about three stand-in exhibits necessary . The only other Liechtenstudy
USA exhibitor was our study group president Max Rheinberger who showed, for
the first time ever, an airmail entry of three frames, concentrating on the
Vaduz - Lausanne flight of 1931, and did he ever have nice and seldom seen
items in those three frames! (Yours truly was one of seven postal station -
ery exhibitors ; and even in that limited category [nothing could be shown
preceding 1912 when the first Liechtenstein postage stamps were issued] the
variety of pieces displayed was astounding .)

The entire exhibition was by invitation only, and collectors from about ten
countries, belonging to any of the organized Liechtenstein stamp collector

groups were the only ones permitted to exhibit -- except for officialdisplays.

Thursday morning the official opening ceremony took place in the Rubens gal-
lery of the princely museum -- about as posh as you can expect . .A string
quartet from the capital's music school played, there were speeches, and a
keynote from the Liechtenstein chief of government, Mr . Brunhart . No one
from the princely family attended since all seemed to be away from home.

Then one walked over to the exhibition hall and was treated to champagne or

juice and little snack things . Smart collectors downed their beverage very
quickly and then beelined it to one of the ten dealers ' stands, to be first
in line (a line which practically never stopped for four days) for their
wants! And then the crowds were permitted to enter . And enter they did . On
the first two days about 4,000 persons were recorded, and only on Sunday
afternoon the attendance dropped off.

The Liechtenstein post office inside the exhibition hall was deluged with
requests for the special 2 Fr . stamp (it pays NO rate as a single frank!!),
the exhibition postmark, and the special postal card . That postal card
also could be had, at a surcharge, with an added imprint from any of four
attending collectors' societies . Thus there are actually five different
cards as far as the add-on printing is concerned . Contrary to US stamp

shows, one can mail registered, COD, value declared and other unusual items
from show stations over there, and it was even permitted to use official

Liechtenstein stamps, from the exhibition hall only, on letters to any ad-
dress, even registered, as long as the letter was in the (free of charge)
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envelope of the Vaduz Philatelic Agency . Nice special touch! By the way:
the Philatelic Agency, two blocks away, was open long hours, too, even on

Sunday.

Among the special exhibits was one from the Austrian Government Printing Of-
fice showing, among other things, a complete "Werdegang " , or printing stage

development of the special exhibition 2 Fr . stamp with the reigning prince ' s

grandson, Prince Alois (honorary president of Vaduz 87) depicted on it.

Another official exhibit came from the Liechtenstein Postal Museum . It con-
sisted of a ten frame display of variations and oddities of the 1920 issues.
To look at that exhibit in detail would have taken 2 hours . (And since it
rained so often, a lot of people did take the time to view it carefully.

In the United States, most action at stamp exhibitions is concentrated at or
near the dealers ' tables . Not so in Vaduz : there was a constant stream of
viewers of all exhibits . Lighting was good, the main hall was quite neat,
and the second hall (with thematic exhibits) was not very far away.

The entire show was non-competitive, and as a result one could view numerous
philatelic offshoots which would have been banned at FIP or national shows
-- to this observer providing the loosening up of the frequent sterility of

stamp show exhibits!!

There were several special events, too . On Friday night the German Liech-

tenstein Collectors Group, the "Ring, " had a dinner in Schaan, with about
90 people participating -- a number that taxed the hotel 's catering
department beyond their facilities.	 On Saturday night, in Triesen's multi-pur-
pose hall, the official banquet took place . An excellent meal, free to ex-
hibitors -- compliments of the state -- prepared for a brace of shorter and
longer speeches (including one from someone of each Liechtenstein collectors
group) and the dessert buffet (seconds of all five choices permitted!) gave

tired ears and bodies new energies . Costumed horn players and an organist

framed all this, and at the end the indefatigable ones started to dance.

Every participant received a beautiful sterling medal and a diploma signed
by the chairman of the exhibition and the chief of government, and all la-
dies present were handed a longstemmed budding rose from the baskets of a

quartet of young girls in Liechtenstein Sunday costumes.

Takedown on Sunday was performed in less than two hours, and suddenly, by
about 7 p .m ., Vaduz had returned to her quiet Sunday evening routine . With
all the dozens of tourist buses gone one could suddenly hear the

ding-dong-doing-boom of the church bells and the big clock again.

While we were in Vaduz we spent quite a bit of time away from the show ; and
on the one nice day (Saturday) we raced up into the mountains above Malbun
to admire the glorious flora of that fully protected mountain and valley.

All in all it

	

a delightful weekend even though the weather did not care to
cooperate all the time.
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JOIN THE UNION OF SWISS PHILATELIC SOCIETIES

Once again this year as a member society of the Union of
Swiss Philatelic Societies (VSPhV), the A .H .P .S . can offer it's
members the opportunity to join the VSPhV . The primary benefit
is the opportunity to receive the SBZ (Schweizer Briefmarken
Zeitung) . This monthly journal is the Swiss equivalent of the
"American Philatelist " of our APS . The SBZ is written in German
and French but also has many pictures, ads, etc . As the SBZ
subscription runs from January to December, it is imperative
that you join or renew by December 31, 1987 . This is a firm
cut-off, no late payers.

Membership in the VSPhV for A .H .P .S . members is $16 .00
which includes the subscription to the SBZ . Shortly after the
start of October, you will receive a bill for 1988 AHPS dues.
To save effort, you can add the $16 .00 to your A .H .P .S . dues
payment . If you have any questions or you have already paid
your A .H .P .S . dues, you can write or send your check for $16 .00
directly to our representative to the VSPhV:

Ralph B . Soderberg, M .D.
20160 Mack Avenue

Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236

Remember that the deadline for payment is December 31,
1987 for 1988 membership . Checks should be made payable to
AHPS . The cost is a little higher this year due to stronger
Swiss franc . The good news is of course that your collection
is also worth more .

A TOWN GROWS UP

by Charles J . LaBlonde

Beginning on 7 July 1987 a new Group 3 slogan cancel will be used in 8302
Kloten. The old cancel, in use since 1970, will end on 4 July 1987 . The

difference is small, yet large . The original cancel called Kloten the
Flughafendorf or the airport village . The new cancel calls it the
Flughafenstadt or the airport city.

Those of you who recall the origins of the O'Hare airport, for example, can
understand how the area around a major airport can go from village to city.
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BOOK REVIEWS

by Felix Ganz

Friedrich Hennig & Erwin Neuhold, 75 Jahre Liechtenstein

Frankaturen ; mit Bewertung . (75 Years of Liechtenstein

Frankings [Covers] ; a Priced Index .) Ninth in a series of

publications by the Ring der Liechtenstein-Sammler ; 1987.

Available from Geschäftsstelle RdLS, Lilienweg 17, D-6052

Mühlheim/Main, West Germany . 148 p . Price about DM 20.

On the occasion of "Vaduz 87" (celebrating the first issue
of Liechtenstein stamps, 75 years ago) this extremely han-
dy and carefully researched publication has become avail-
able to all Liechtenstein collectors interested in entire
pieces cf mail, through the sponsorship. of the German as-
sociation of Liechtenstein collectors, the "Ring .:

This publication is meant to be, in part, a supplement to
the large (and yet unfinished) Handbook of Liechtenstein
philately by the same organization, and the
classification numbers "10.10" at the top of each page stamp it as be-
ing part of that (otherwise unpriced) handbook.

Every Liechtenstein stamp issued between 1912 and 1985 is
treated and priced individually and chronologically on
cover, in a series of columns standing for : single frank;

multifrank of the same stamp ; and mixed franking with oth-
er stamps . Column 2 often gives a variety of possibilities
such as "used as pair," or "used as strip of three," etc .,
and even indicates for what particular postal service, fee
or franking such a rate was proper ; and column 3, similar-
ly, records usages making up proper rates in combination
with other contemporary stamps.

Regular issues (including semi-postals and airmails),
postage dues, and official stamps are listed in separate chap-
ters and are followed by postal stationery (1918-80) . To
conclude the booklet there are three large tables recording
in abbreviated form the official rates for letters, cards
and printed matter, as well as registration and special de-
livery fee charges, chronologically for local, inland and
foreign destination use.

Price points (currently equaling German marks) given are
well within the range Liechtenstein entires bring at Euro-
pean auctions, and collectors and dealers ought to own co-
pies in order to avoid charging or paying unreasonable pri-
ces.

If there is something to be regretted with this booklet
(which by the way has only two illustrations) it is its
thorough completeness! Very little is left now to a col-
lector in the way of individual rate research . On the oth-
er hand one can now simply sit back and check the price
point numbers, grabbing good buys and avoiding overpriced
material.
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Please don't get me wrong on that last observation : the
publication is great, saves hours, is simple to use even
though exclusively in German ; and it establishes, at
least preliminarily, relative and actual values of Lie-
chtenstein stamps on cover.

PLEASE, if you order, do NOT send U .S . personal checks.
Currently such checks cost up to $12 .50 to cash for re-
cipients abroad . You may also place an order with your asso-
ciate editor (and reviewer), Felix Ganz, POB A3843,
Chicago IL 60690 and enclose a $10 . bill or check . Deliv-
ery time will be at least two months from December 6,87
(which is the deadline for ordering through me) and the
books will be delivered, with a statement what you may
yet owe.

75JAHRELIECHTENSTEIN-BRIEFMARKEN 	 1912 - 1987 . Issued
1987 by the Liechtenstein Postal Museum, Vaduz under the
editorship of Walter Diggelmann, Zürich . 146 pages . Lav-
ishly illustrated, mostly in color . Also contains a
separate monograph of 43 pages (softbound) on Dieletzten
Heller-Ausgaben (Madonna Issue of 1920) . Available by
ordering from the Liechtenstein Philatelic Agency in
Vaduz (FL 9490) . Price will probably be published in the
agency's advertisement in TELL, including postage.

Thirty-two special studies and informational statements
follow the opening preface by Hans Brunhart, chief of the
Liechtenstein government . They deal with such diverse ob-
jects and topics as "How the First Liechtenstein Stamps
came about," (by Gerhard Moest),"Machine Cancellations of
the Principality" (by Jann Etter) or "The Austrian Gov-
ernment Printing Office" (by Walter Dvorak), to "Stand-
ard Literature on Liechtenstein Philately" (by Gustav
Betschinger) and "Postal Buildings in Liechtenstein" (by
Wolfgang Luther) . And so on ; and so on ; and so on . If
something was forgotten it must be very minor indeed!
You can inform yourself on registration labels, native,
Austrian, and Swiss postage stamp designers, considera-
tions for the thematic or the cancellation collector, etc.

Towards the end you find information on Liechtenstein
collectors organizations ("Liechtensteiners" is in ; "Liech-
tenstudy" is missing in the way of U .S . collector groups .)
There are special articles such as "Postal Stationery used
on Liechtenstein Zeppelin Flights" (Götz Schneider), or
"The Future of the Postage Stamp" (Charles Baumann).

Warning : almost everything in this hardcover volume is in
German, and that will detract, in spite of the very many
illustrations, if you are unable to read that language.

The addendum enclosure on the Madonna stamps of 1920 con-
sists almost exclusively of illustrations, in color, of
that issue, showing all known plate flaws and varieties
as found by the authors, Walter Diggelmann and Robert Blum.

Thank you, Postal Museum, for producing such a delightful
work which thanks to official support is inexpensive too.
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QUANTITIES ISSUED

For those of you who follow
released this data :

numbers of stamps issued, the PTT recently

ZUMSTEIN DESCRIPTION QUANTITY

537 1973 Definitive

	

(SFr 1 .30) 24,283,000
539 1973 Definitive

	

(SFr 1 .70) 30,484,000
540 1973 Definitive

	

(SFr 1 .80) 15,629,000
711 1985 Commemoratives I (35c) 14,517,000
712 1985 Commemoratives I (50c) 41,354,000
713 1985 Commemoratives I (70c) 9,059,000
714 1985 Commemoratives I (80c) 9,002,000
715 1985 Europa (50c) 41,679,000
716 1985 Europa (80c) 9,469,000

PP206 1985 Pro Patria (25 + 10c) 3,059,000
PP207 1985 Pro Patria (35 + 15c) 2,933,000
PP208 1985 Pro Patria (50 + 20c) 8,942,000
PP209 1985 Pro Patria (70 + 30c) 2,470,000
PP210 1985 Pro Patria (80 + 40c) 2,887,000
717 1985 Commemoratives II

	

(50c) 39,568,000
718 1985 Commemoratives II

	

(70c) 7,927,000
719 1985 Commemoratives II

	

(80c) 7,027,000
*PJ294 1985 Pro Juventute (35 + 15c) 5,018,000
*PJ295 1985 Pro Juventute (50 + 20c) 21,697,000
*PJ296 1985 Pro Juventute (80 + 40c) 4,212,000
*PJ297 1985 Pro Juventute (90 + 40c) 3,138,000

*Includes 385,911 from booklets.
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Dear Members,
As I mentioned in Auction #73 we had problems with the late mailing of the "TELL"

containing Auction #72 . As a result bidding was limited to only several lots . Therefore,

Auction #74 will be a repeat of Auction #72 Lots that did not sell.

Al so, please note that we will use the abbreviation SLC for Stamp Less Covers Not SSL.
Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs or estimated retail unless

otherwise stated.

For Auction #74 1 sfr = $ .64 and the British pound = $1 .58 . The Closing date for

Auction #74 is November 14, 1987.

AHPS MAIL AUCTION
Best	 Regards,

William R . Lucas

P . O . Box 228
Aurora, IL 60507

LOT #	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE

1	 8(Z 1611(Used 4 margin copy . Nice Rosette cancel	 $112 .00

2	 13(Z 19)Used 15rp . Rayon 111 . Moser Certificate "The stamp and cancellation

are genuine, not repaired, good margins on 3 sides, but cut into at top and

smudgy red grille cancel . " Min . bid $150 .00	 $960 .00

3	 38(Z 24G)Used 4 FL plus 2 WM . Almost SON, BASEL 29 SEPT 58 cancel 	 $35/40 .00 Est.

4	 39(Z 25G)Used 3 plus FL, 2 WM, part of next stamp to left . Almost SON,

URICH 26 NOV 62	 $30/35 .00 Est.

5	 39(Z 25G)Used 2½ FL, 2 WM Partial CDS 	 $20/25 .00 Est.

6	 40(Z 26G) Used 4 FL, 2 WM . Light CDS	 $75 .00 Est.

7	 67(Z 51)used, good centering, Almost SON, BERN 17 111 82 . One missing

perf	 $864 .00

8	 82a(Z 66D)Unused, hinge remnant, Just good centering	 $ 35 .00

9	 82a(Z 66D) Unused, hinged . F . A couple of short perfs on left	 $ 35 .00

10	 86a(Z 70D)Unused hinged . F . Normal cracked gum . Very small area of

missing gum . One short perf at top	 $ 37 .50

11	 87a(Z 71D)Unused hinged, F	 $ 37 .50

12

	

95(Z 68C) Unused, hinged . Horizontal crease . F	 $ 32 .50

13	 95(Z 68C)Unused, hinged . F	 $ 32 .50

14	 96a(Z 73E)Unused hinge remnant . Good centering . A short perf at top	 $ 11 .00

15	 96a(Z 73E)Unused hinged . F .Small corner crease 	 $ 11 .00

16	 184(Z 131(used VF, Bold CDS	 $ 2 .90

17	 210/15(Z 185/90)Unused hinged & hinge remnant . F/VF	 $ 58 .25

18	 219/25(Z 194/200)Mint NH . F/VF	 $107 .00

19	 219/25(Z 194/200)Unused hinged & hinge remnants . F/VF	 $ 64 .75

20	 B7/9(Z Wl 7/9)Unused F/VF . 7/8 hinge remnants, 9 lightly hinged	 $ 65 .00

21	 B131a & b (Z W111 12/13)Used, corner CDS 	 $ 51 .00

SOUVENIR SHEETS - SOUVENIR SHEETS

22	 371a(Z Wlll 38)Mint NH, but very small paper remnant . SS	 $ 17 .60

23	 B130(Z W111 16)Unused SS lightly hinged 	 $ 50 .00

24	 B116(Z W1 98/9)Unused, SS, hinged, Nice 	 $ 67 .00

BLOCKS OF FOUR - BLOCKS OF FOUR

25	 238/41(Z 211/14)Mint NH, B/4 VF 	 $109 .00

26	 347/50(Z 316/19)Unused B/4 light hinge . VF, 347 has corner crease.

Scott Catalog $20 .00	 $ 15 .50

27	 429(Z 401) 2 PTT folders, one with single, second with B/4 	 $ 3/4 .00 Est.

28

	

B324/8(Z WIl 113/7)Mint NH Corner B/4 . With Tabs . Nice	 $ 18 .00

COVER LOTS - COVER LOTS

29	 Lot of 14 covers with K CANCELS . Covers without PLZ (cachet)	 $ 20 .00

30	 Lot of 24 covers with K CANCELS and covers with PLZ (cachet)	 $ 20/25 .00 Est.

31

	

Lot of 20 covers with SPECIAL EVENT CANCELS . 1959-1982	 $ 25 .00 Est.

It 's our needs that bring us together.

Do you want to consign stamps to our next auction?
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Tourism Miniature Sheet

	

Steven S. Weston

With the announcement of the Tourism Miniature Sheet,
the PTT has provided us with another surprise and a first.
This will be the first miniature sheet, comprised of regular
rate stamps, sold without surtax.

In addition, the four stamp designs employed in the block
will also be produced separately in normal sheets of fifty.
From the information provided by the PTT, it should be
possible to distinguish mint copies of individual stamps by
the gum. The miniature sheet will have shiny gum and the
normal issues will have mat gum. Perhaps there will be
other differences which can be employed with used copies.

Both will be printed by Courvoisier and issued September 4,
1987. The miniature sheet is to be printed using a cylinder
producing twelve unnumbered sheets ; which are not
available uncut or as a set.

The four stamp designs and denominations are: 50c Clock
Tower of Zug; 80c Church of San Carlo, Negrentino near
Prugiasco; 90c Witches Tower of Sion ; and 140c Ruins of
Jorgenburg Castle, Vuorz . Thus we have one design for
each of the four language regions.

I'm curious as to how Zumstein will catalog the miniature
sheet. It would be the first "bloc" to be included in the
"normal" or "Z number" section of the catalog . Perhaps
they will place it in the "W III" section along with many
other miniature sheets. If so, then they will have to
rename this section something other than "Special Issues
With Surtax ." If I read the BBZ, I'd probably know by
now, but my knowledge of German is sadly lacking.

As with all national organizations, many members have
never met and must rely upon the printed word to get to
know each other . Since I'm a new kid on the block, I
thought a few words of description might be in order.

I really am new to this since I only rekindled my interest
in stamps barely more than a year ago. I started trying to
build a Swiss collection of quality equal to the quality of
the stamps as they were produced and used.

Continued on page157
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SWITZERLAND'S BEAUTIFUL POSTAL STATIONERY BUNDESFEIER POSTKARTEN HOWARD BAUMAN

Have you ever in your mind's eye returned to a place shown on a stamp or a
postal cancellation of a familiar place, and said "I've been there!"

After Felix Ganz and I completed the AHPS Postal Stationery slide program in
collaboration with the Swiss Postal Stationery Society I had such a double take.
When last in Bern my wife and I spent some time in the Bundeshaus and had the
grand tour . On its completion l complimented the chief guide and asked if
there was a booklet about the building . I was especially pleased to receive a
nicely illustrated twenty-seven page English guide book to Swiss Monuments,
this one on the Federal Palace.

We were impressed by the architecture, its site high above the Aare River, the
spacious entrance hall with its grand staircase and decorated dome, the statuary
and especially the murals . Decorations came from all over Switzerland, wood
carvings from Brienz, lace curtains from Appenzell, marble from many different
quarries, and leaded glass . . all supplied by proud artisans.

The rear guard of our party was understanding as l lagged behind to record color
slides of the many exciting features . One shot that took longer was the five part
mural covering an entire wall in the States Council.

Albert Welti designed this huge mural of a 'Landesgemeinde', in the Canton of
Nidwalden, an outdoor public election . There it was in all its glory with the
light streaming through the Appenzell lace curtain on the opposite window wall.
It was really worth the pictures .

The preparation of the Ganzsachen slide show introduced me to Postal Station-
ery . I became particularly attracted to the Bundesfeier cards issued by the PTT
from 1910 through 1937 . Part of the proceeds went to various charities . In
1938 they were superseded by the Pro Patria semi-postal stamps issued in sets
each summer.

Among the Bundesfeier jewels are five numbered illustrations of the '
Landesgemeinde' mural . (Seen above) These were issued in 1918 for the benefit of
soldiers and their families.

If you are fortunate you may still get the packet of five cards in an envelope
complete with a biography of the artist Albert Welti . Bundesfeier cards are
available from dealers. Zumsteins Ganzsachen Schweiz devotes a special section
to them. Prices ascend (or perhaps a better word would be climb) from mint,
used, cancelled on 1 VIII and a fourth class marked 'Entwertet" . August 1 is
the day the Swiss celebrate the founding of the confederation . The overprint
"Entwertet-Annule-Annulato" in German, French and Italian means cancelled
or not valid . This invalidated class was given to charities to sell.

I prefer the used cards, because you can read the postmark, the address and
sometimes an interesting message . Then there is the thrill of finding one can-
celled 1 VIII .

Continued
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BUNDESFEIER POSTKARTEN Continued

Overprinted:

' Entwertet
Annule
Annulato '

Zumstein # 20 . Cancelled BERN 1 VIII 1918.

Sent to Biberist.

You too can get a bang out of postal stationery . Your first step might be to
borrow or buy a Zumstein Ganzsachen Schweiz catalog or better yet order the
AHPS color slide show that describes and illustrates the many interesting ele-
ments of Swiss Postal Stationery.

Send your order to:

Howard A . Bauman, Slide Chairman
511 Summit Drive
West Bend, WI 53095

Envelope for 1918 Cards & Biography
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LOTH	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE

32	 Lot of 16 covers with SPECIAL CANCELS . All with "R" Labels . 1961-1981	 $ 40 .00 Est.

33	 Lot of 21 covers with MOBIL PO CANCELS . 1948-1969	 $ 25 .00 Est.

34	 Lot of 17 pieces of POSTAL STATIONARY . 2 postcards, one wrapper the rest

private use envelopes . 3 unused balance used . Good starter lot	 $ 25/30 .00 Est

35	 Lot of 5 used POSTCARDS . (Z 1,22,36 & 42) I has small corner missing other

wise condition is fine	 $ 2/3.00 Est.

FLIGHT COVERS - FLIGHT COVERS

The following lots of FLIGHT COVERS are cataloged using SCHWEIZERISCHES
LUFTPOST-HAND-BUCH.

36	 SF 24 .2a May 4, 1924 . LAUFEN-ZURICH (less vignette) Cover slightly foxed.
Postage (Z K18 & F5)	 $ 60 .00

37	 SF 24 .5b June 9, 1924, ROMANSHORN-ZURICH(with vignette), Postage

(Z 152 2 copies, 153 & F5)	 $ 68 .50

38	 SF 25 .5 July 19, 1925, LAUSANNE-ZURICH . Postage (Z K21 & F4)	 $ 31 .00
39	 SF 39 .4K May 15, 1939, SWISSAIR EUROPAFLUG NORD . Postage (Z B/4 219 7 220

plus single 221)	 $ 40 .00

40	 SF 47 .4d May 2, 1947, GENEVE-NEW YORK . Postage (Z F42) Cacheted cover	 $ 51 .00
41	 SF 63 .1b July 13, 1963, BERN-LOCARNO . Cachet cover . Postage (Z F46)	 $ 15 .50

42	 RF 54 .10b May 2, 1954, NEW YORK-Basel . Large Swissair envelope folded.

Only 50 pieces flown	 $112 .00

43	 RF 54 .11a May 27, 1954, ZURICH-SAN PAULO . Postage (Z W1 152 & F44 2

copies)	 $123 .00

44	 RF 65 .5b April 3, 1965 . ZURICH-MONROVIA, LIBERIA . Cacheted cover.

Postage (Z W11 121/2)	 $ 15 .50

LIECHTENSTEIN - LIECHTENSTEIN

45	 Liechtenstein 4/9 (Z 4/9)used, F/VF,CDS 	 $ 6.40

46	 Liechtenstein 243/5(Z 232/4) Mint NH, VF . Beautiful . Min . bid $42 .00	 $ 90 .00

47	 Liechtenstein 154/6(Z 144/6) on piece with first day cancel . V/F . Pretty .$ 5/6 .00

48	 Liechtenstein 166/70(Z157/61) MNH, VF 	 $ 16 .00

49	 Liechtenstein 284/6(Z 273/5)Mint NH, VF .Very fine set	 $ 51 .00

50

	

Liechtenstein 301/2(Z 290/1) MNH,VF	 $ 17 .50

51	 Liechtenstein 230/3(Z 309/12)MNH, VF	 $ 16 .00

52	 Liechtenstein 329/31(Z 342/4)MNH,VF	 $ 16 .00
53	 Liechtenstein 369(Z w 32) SS MNH	 $ 11 .25

54	 Liechtenstein B22/3(Z W1 27/8) Mint 2 full sheets with selvages . VF	 $ 96 .00

55	 Liechtenstein C9/13(Z F 9/13)Used, VF, CDS . Very nice . Min . bid $74 .00	 $176 .00

56

	

Liechtenstein C34/7(Z F 34/7)Mint NH, VF	 $ 19 .25

MISCELLANEOUS - MISCELLANEOUS

57	 521/3(Z 483/5CX 11) Strips of five one with control mark . Mint NH	 $ 4 .40
58	 (Z P 81 N)100c postage due . Average centering . Lightly canceled with parts

of four cancels	 $ 16 .00

59	 (Z P 911 N)500c postage due . Average centering . Almost SON BASEL 26 V

82 cancel	 $ 64 .00
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Exhibit Awards

In recent months the U .S . philatelic press has reported the
following awards for exhibits of Swiss and Liechtenstein material:

Wayne Fitzgibbons Swiss Zeppelin Flights CAPEX Large silver

Karl Henson AHPS Cumulative Index Spellman Silver

Andrea Jolly Castles & Palaces of
Liechtenstein Family

NOJEX Youth silver-
bronze

Gene Kelly Catalog of Fiscal
Stamps of Switzerland

Spellman Silver

Charles LaBlonde Postal History of CAPEX Large silver
Geneva 1750-1870 (80)

Ralph Soderberg Standing Helvetia ( 56 ) CAPEX Large vermeil

Sitting Helvetia Plymouth Gold

Harlan Stone Sitting Helvetia (80) CAPEX Large vermeil

Swiss Postal NOJEX Vermeil with
Wrappers

	

(128) felicitations

Max Rheinberger Liechtenstudy Spellman Silver

Steve Turchik Tell Spellman Silver

Ed Walton Standing Helvetia (96) CAPEX Vermeil

J . Weigana Liechtenstein SOPEX Junior 2nd

Compiled by Harlan Stone
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ALBERT WELTI 1862-1912

Albert Welti was born in Zurich, February 18, 1862, grew up
there and died there as well on June 1, 1912 . His life can
easily be classed into segments, the first to the fall of
1895 was his youthful as well as learning and apprentice years.
The second (1895-1908) cover his Munich period, and the last,
to his death, his Bern years.

His talent was inherited from his mother and showed at an
early age, but did not break through for quite a time . This
late blooming as well as conditions at home made his life
often hard and filled with worry . His talent was neither
appreciated by his family nor his teachers so he did not dare
as late as age 18 to tell his family that he wanted to be a
painter, even though he felt he would succeed, and thus he
started as a photographer's apprentice at his uncle's studio.
In 1891 he succeeded in being accepted at the Academy in
Munich . He remained there for five years, though spending
his summers at home.

Soon after returning from Munich he produced a contest
design for a fountain . His fantastic design earned praise
from Arnold Boecklin, who advised him to continue his studies
in Italy . Welti followed his advice in 1887 and within a
year the big thing happened ; Boecklin asked him to join him
in his studio and Welti stayed there to 1890.

In 1894 he married and established himself in Hongg near
Zurich . Feeling he would not succeed in his home country he
moved to Munich in 1895 after art patron Franz Bose- Doehlan
promised him an annual stipend of 3000 DM for three years and
and subsequently kept him supported as well.

In Munich he developed to the artist we know, in his own
ways and was at last successful . He was already famous when
he moved to Bern in 1908 to accept the task of decorating the
federal chamber of the Swiss Senate's five paneled hall . In
1911 he lost his wife suddenly . he died the next summer of
a serious illness which for two years had reduced his physical
and artistic resources.

Similar to Boecklin and Hodler, Welti was a port-painter.
He does not depict ; he forms what he conceives from within.
He not only learned from Boecklin but was also influenced by
Gottfried Keller whose writing left deep impressions on him.
His paintings and etchings reflect his innermost, his ideas,
his intuitions . He was not only an artist completely sure of
his technical craft but he wanted to incorporate his ethics.
depth and important personal feelings . In contrast to Boecklin
he was a highly accomplished engraver and he foundhimself
and his particular art in his black and white works as well
as in color . He put his entire art initially into the
etching series "Trip to Hades " (1894) and "Moon Night" (1896)

Continued on page
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2.

ALBERT WELTI, continued.

But his paintings now constitute his best known legacy.
In them he shows all his artistic prowess, especially in his
wondrous use of pigments . "Wedding Evening" is the first of
these in which he shows himself unbridled ; the little wedding
party stops on the bridge where the just married daughter
says goodbye to her mother, while the wedding party starts
dancing in one of the strangest wedding scenes of all times.
"Departure of the Penates" treats the end of life in a
similar manner . . .it is one of the most impressive funeral
paintings ; unique and fairy-tale like.

The poetic spirit which sinks itself into a pious saga of
olden times, "The King's Daughter" a small water color, comes
alive with the depicting, according to tradition, of a white
stag who with candles in his antlers shows King Ludwig of
Germany's daughters the way to early church services.

In his silvery shimmering paintings of Mount Albis and
the Sihl valley Welti shines as a landscape or native painter
and "Geiztenfel" is a worthy companion . Probably no one has
ever painted the surroundings of Zurich, as portically and
full of sentiment as Welti did . One can almost feel the
artist's longing for home in them.

Three times Welti accepted governmental commissions . He
prepared the designs for the stained glass window in Bern's
Federal Palace which depicts the old Swiss handicrafts of
spinning, weaving and embroidering- a model of stained glass
design not realized in Switzerland for centuries, and a
lesson on how one can artistically show a pretty bland
subject.

Then he designed a postage stamp showing Tell's boy
holding his father's crossbow . ( Zumstein

	

101-103 & 117-119)
Public and critics alike took issue with this design which
which actually was a milestone in stamp design.

The third commission was Welti's largest work in every
respect . It was the quintuple painting in the Swiss senate's
hall which shows a Landesgemeinde in Unterwalden in the
eighteenth century . He only signed this contract after he
had painter friend Wilhelm Balmer's assurance that he would
help him with both the research and transfer onto the walls.
At that time he was already ill and he surmised that he might
be unable to complete this opus by himself.

Swiss art has produced three outstanding historic paintings.
"Confederates Gathering Around the Body of Winkelried", by
Ludwig Vogel ; "Retreat From Marignan" by Hodler and Welti's
"Landsgemeinde" . Although Welti originally tended toward a
warlike scene he was looking for something more pleasing.
He wanted to show something of Switzerland's innate past and
an occurrence of it in a typical landscape . The work shows
a better world which, according to his last writings, kissed
him goodbye before he would die.

Adolphe Frey
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SECRETARY'S REPORT

	

RICHARD T . HALL

NEW MEMBER APPLICATIONS:

2253 Laurence Laliberte, New York
2254 Julias D . Smith, Florida
2255 Henry Baumgartner, Texas
2256 James E . Burns, Florida
2257 William D . Caudle Sr ., Alaska
2258 Nyle C . Monday, California
2259 Marlin K . Sandberg, California
2260 Walter Sigrist Jr ., Wisconsin
2261 C . Stetson Thomas Jr ., Massachusetts

We are at that time of the year again at which time we pay our
annual dues . When you get your notice in the mail this year,
please take time to write your check and back in the mail the
same day . It will help me with the record keeping, and it will
help our society . Next year is our 50th Anniversary year . Let's
make it the strongest yet!

Respectfully submitted,

Richard T . Hall

"Tourism Miniature Sheet", Continued, Steven Weston

I found that I could find great, and sometimes expensive,
varieties in US dealers' stocks . With all those varieties, I
knew that a standard album would never do . So I created
my own specialty album using the computer and laser
printer I normally employ for a living.

Now I'm casting about for specialties within Swiss
philately . And that means I'm constantly seeking
information.

Naturally TELL provides some of that, but there may be
empty TELLs in the future unless more of us take the time
to share our knowledge and thoughts . It doesn't take very
much time. This "note" has only taken about 30 minutes to
compose ; hardly a major effort . And it was fun!

In closing, can anyone direct me regarding the movement
of mails between Lausanne/Ouchy and Evian (France) via
ship/rail? My address is PO Box 868, Del Mar CA 92014.
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SCHWEIZER BRIEFMARKEN -BORSE -- an interesting stamp paper.

by Felix Ganz

During our last morning in Zürich, Switzerland, this last August, I picked
up, at a news stand and for SFr . 3 .50 (now $ 2 .25) a 15 page philatelic
publication until now unknown to me . It is called Schweizer
Briefmarken-Börse and consists almost exclusively of buy, trade and sell advertise-
ments . 90% of these are entered by individual collectors (for whom this
publication is intended) and the rest of this typed and thenmultilithed
paper ' s ads comes from dealers -- segregated in their own section and for
pay .

	

-- About two thirds concern themselves with Switzerland and Liech-
tenstein offerings . Organized into sections such as : airmail, semipostals
or postage dues, the paper tries to encourage, by offers of free ads (after
you buy the paper, there are free ad coupons inside) to get collectors to-
gether on a one to one basis.
All ads supposedly are screened, in order to eliminate covert dealers' ads
and to keep the paper free from quick buck artists.
A little grotesque (and it is hoped NOT an indicator of the quality of the
materials offered or traded) are pictures of seven used Swiss stamps --all
red -- illustrated in the masthead on page 1 (of the July issue 1987, # 13)
because one stamp shown has a corner missing ; four are abominably off-cen-
ter ; and four have their cancellations applied from too light to cockeyed,
upside down or otherwise unpleasantly so!
If you want to find out details on this little paper, write to Redaktion,

SB-B, Gerberngasse 2, 3600 Thun, Switzerland . A year ' s subscription costs
SFr .38 ($25 .) . Half of this amount gets you six issues.
As always DO NOT send personal U .S . checks . It now costs $12 .50 at most Eu-
ropean banks to cash such a check!!

DO YOU WANT A 1988 "LITTLE " ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECH-

TENSTEIN/U .N .GENEVA CATALOGUE?

If so, your associate editor, as in past years (and because ac-
cording to the top guns at Zumstein ' s in Bern no one has been
appointed U .S . representative for the firm) will make available
to AHPS members (please furnish your membership number with the
order) that catalogue at the best possible price . Thirty cop -
ies -- half of them with spiral back binding and the others with
plain paper back -- have been ordered and should arrive late
in September . Unfortunately the cost of mailing from Switzer =
land to this country will be known only after the books arrive;
therefore an exact price cannot be given at this time ; but it
will be very competitive!
If you are interested in a copy then please send a $5, bill or
check to Felix Ganz, POB A3843, Chicago IL 60690-3843, together
with your name and mailing address on a 3x5 card, clearly and
legibly written . The books will then be delivered as soon as
feasible, together with an invoice . Spiral back is $1 .50 more.
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EMIL L . TOBLERSALES CIRCUIT NOTES

NEW CIRCUITS SENT SINCE LAST REPORT!

Three new circuits have been sent out since the last report.
Enough new material is expected in the next few months to warrant
several more.

GENERAL INFORMATION

	

In July, I had the pleasure of attending
the American Philatelic Society's Summer Seminar on Philately,
at Penn State University . Although some of the sessions were
heavily oriented toward U .S . stamps, there was enough of interest
to a collector of foreign stamps to make the seminar very worth-
while .

	

I found the sessions on fakes and forgeries especially
useful .

	

They reinforced my attitude about the need for expert
certification of Swiss classics and overprints on stamps of
significant value .

	

All the other sessions were interesting
and most were useful as well .

	

It was a week well spent and
I would recommend it to anyone with a serious interest in phil-
ately.

BUYERS Those of you with broad interests have probably recently
received or will soon be receiving one or more circuits . Those
with limited interests may have to wait a while, but I can assure
you that when appropriate material is available you will be
on a circuit list.

SELLERS

	

We continue to need all categories of material exc
ept post 1960 first day covers .

	

A number of new buyers with
broad interests have signed up since Spring, which enhances
the probability of good sales .

	

Our 12% commission is quite
reasonable . Sales books are sent only to members who have spec-
ific interest in the material in the books .

	

I suggest pricing
and submitting material for sale as soon as the 1988 catalogs
become available .

	

The price of Swiss stamps has appreciated
considerably in the past two years or so .

	

Now is a good time
to sell .

	

Any questions feel free to write or call (evenings).

NEW BUYERS AND SELLERS ARE MOST WELCOME .

	

AN SASE WILL GET YOU
COMPLETE INFORMATION BY RETURN MAIL.

EMIL L . TOBLER
MANAGER, AHPS CIRCUIT SALES

P 0 BOX 26
BRADFORD, RI 02808

(401) 377-2238
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HAVE YOU HEARD THE LATEST?

by
Charles J . LaBlonde

(Based upon data from Michael Rutherfoord and Peter Hobbs)

For Swiss collectors, this has been a year of surprises . Bits and pieces
of these surprises appeared from time to time in the philatelic press.
The story is an evolving one ; this article changed half dozen times
during preparation . By the time you read it, parts may be out of date,
but such is the penalty of a bimonthly journal . My purpose is to
summarize, in one place, all of the recent surprises . Such a summary is
important because the Swiss catalog makers appear destined to ignore most
of the varieties. Yet, for the specialized Swiss collector, the
varieties are very interesting .

COIL STAMPS

In September 1986 a new machine for printing coil stamps came on line.
Coil numbers were printed in black instead of being the same color as the
stamp. The 10 ct was the first one to be printed this way, on the old
phosphor-tagged paper . In October the PTT "recoated" existing coil stamp
paper with fluor . The 50 ct value was printed in November on this
"dual-tagged" (phosphor & fluor) paper . These stamps first went on sale
in January . The dual tagging can be detected under the UV lamp,
according to Michael . There are no plans currently to : a) print the 50
ct stamp on fluor-only paper . b) reprint the 20 ct stamp at all . c)
print the 10 ct stamp on dual-tagged paper or fluor-only paper.
Rutherfoord notes that the next rate change, to 60 ct, may result in the
elimination of coil vending machines . If you order coil strips from the
PTT you will get the new 10 ct, old 20 ct and new 50 ct.

SHEETSTAMPS

The 1987 new issues are on fluor paper . According to the PTT, the Zodiac
stamps will not be reprinted . The values are such that they seldom
appear on letters, hence no need to sort by machine . The 6 1986 postman
values will be reprinted on fluor paper . The 35 ct was lone on 12 Feb 87
and the 80 ct on 25 Feb 87 . Next in line probably are the 25 ct and 90
ct . Lowest priority are 5 ct ani 10 ct since these are seldom used on
letters.

BOOKLETS

Very few booklets are soli today ; people do not like the odd 35 ct value
in the booklet . Therefore, no reprints of booklets on fluor paper
expected . Watch for a new booklet with only 50 ct stamps.

FRAMA STAMPS

The PTT was very vague about when fluor paper would appear in the Frama
machines . With no fanfare fluor paper was put into use in Rapperswil,
shortly thereafter in Basel.
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POSTCARS

This may be the year of the lowly, domestic (50 ct) postcard, Zumstein
#180 . Six varieties seem possible, described by Rutherfoord as follows:

TYPE LUM1 WMK DATES2

i Phos Bi 86/87
2 Phos L 84,85/86, 86/87

3 Phos None None yet
4 Ph & F1 L 86/87
5 Ph & Fl None 86/87
6 Fluor None 86/87

NOTES:

i. Phosphor = old, dull yellow tagging . Appears mottled under

the UV lamp . Fluor = new, very bright yellow tagging . Appears
solid unier UV lamp. Reason for the new tagging is to make the
automatic letter facing machines (ALF) operate more
efficiently . The old phosphor gave too weak an afterglow under
the UV light of the machine.

2. Dates are found on the covers of postcard booklets, not on
individual cards.

Details on the six types follow:

1 - Issued only in 86/87 to use up old supplies of card stock with the
Biberist watermark . Booklets have bright green cover.

2 - Four issues found so far : 84 with light blue covers and 6 different

Zumstein ads. 84 with yellow covers and 5 different Zumstein ads . 85/86
with bright orange covers and no ads . 86/87 with bright green covers and

no ads. Used by PTT for first day deliveries to collectors.

3 - This type not found yet . It is possible that same were circulated
before being turned into type 5.

4 - This is the type 2 with fluor bar added.

5 - New stock without watermark, tagged originally with phosphor ; fluor

added later.

6 - This will be the eventual standard when existing stocks of 1 thru 5
are used up . Michael Rutherfoord reports finding this type 25 May in a
vending machine in Appenzell . Bright green cover . Printed near end of
1986 according to the PTT.
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PERFORATIONS

The new Goebel SSR IV machine in Bern punches two rows of perforations at
one time . This minimizes distance between corrections . Often a broad
tooth will be followed by a narrow one (see 5 ct block shown below).
This was first observed on the Europa stamps of 1986.

The ad, from a recent SBZ, shows current prices for the 2.50 franc
Solothurn rooster weathervane on non-luminous paper . Prices still
climbing steadily.
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VADUZ '87 OPENING CEREMONY, RUBENS HALL

	

FELIX GANZ PHOTO
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YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD AT THE PTT

Charles J . LaBlonde

The PTT announced in Amtsblatt 25 that you can use American Express,
Diners Club, Eurocard (Master Card) ani Visa to: 1) Purchase stamps at
the 9 philatelic offices . 2) Buy postbus tickets at some locations.
3) Place telephone calls and send telegrams from the manned telephone
offices. Minimum charge is SFr 20 . Michael Rutherfoord notes this means
the PTT is actually selling stamps at a discount, which is not allowed.
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